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Abstract: Tool condition monitoring (TCM) systems are key technologies for ensuring machining
efficiency. Despite the large number of TCM solutions, these systems have not been implemented
in industry, especially in small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), mainly because of the need
for invasive sensors, time-consuming deployment solutions and a lack of straightforward, scalable
solutions from the laboratory. The implementation of TCM solutions for the new era of the Industry 4.0
is encouraging practitioners to look for systems based on IoT (Internet of Things) platforms with
plug and play capabilities, minimum interruption time during setup and minimal experimental
tests. In this paper, we propose a TCM system based on low-cost and non-invasive sensors that
are plug and play devices, an IoT platform for fast deployment and a mobile app for receiving
operator feedback. The system is based on a sensing node by Arduino Uno Wi-Fi that acts as an
edge-computing node to extract a similarity index for tool wear classification; a machine learning
node based on a BeagleBone Black board that builds the machine learning model using a Python
script; and an IoT platform to provide the communication infrastructure and register all data for
future analytics. Experimental results on a CNC lathe show that a logistic regression model applied
on the machine learning node can provide a low-cost and straightforward solution with an accuracy
of 88% in tool wear classification. The complete solution has a cost of EUR 170 and only a few hours
are required for deployment. Practitioners in SMEs can find the proposed approach interesting since
fast results can be obtained and more complex analysis could be easily incorporated while production
continues using the operator’s feedback from the mobile app.

Keywords: tool condition monitoring; industrial internet of things; logistic regression; IoT
platform; modeling

1. Introduction

Machining processes are widely used manufacturing processes where excess material
from the surface of a workpiece is removed using different cutting tools. Turning and
milling operations, the most common group of operations in conventional machining
processes, are located in almost any manufacturing shop floor and their performance has a
clear impact on part quality and manufacturing cost.

According to the literature, cutting tool failures may represent about 20% of the
downtime of a machining system, and it is estimated that the expense of cutting tools and
their maintenance amounts to about 3–12% of overall manufacturing cost [1,2]. Common
industrial practices apply early tool replacement strategies to avoid these issues, which
leads to cutting tool life reduction, increased machining cost and higher environmental
impacts. In fact, in [3], it is stated that only 57% of tools are used up to their full tool life
ability, although other researchers reported more conservative values around 80% [4].

Although there exist some empirical/mechanistic models to predict tool life, since tool
wear is considered stochastic, it is generally difficult to predict [5]. In fact, cutting tool life
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may vary greatly among cutting tools, even if they are the same type produced by the same
manufacturer. For instance, within a single batch, the tool life of Russian production may
vary widely by 15–40% [6].

Government initiatives for sustainability demand more efficient practices in order to
minimize energy consumption and maximize cutting tool life. In the field of increasing
the efficiency of use for cutting tools, several research directions can be found, such as
new coating materials and use of texturized tools [7], new cooling fluids such as cryogenic
coolants [8], the adoption of advanced machining strategies such as high-speed machin-
ing [9] and the implementation of tool condition monitoring (TCM) systems to monitor
cutting tool state to optimize cutting parameters and tool change policies [10].

The TCM systems have been widely investigated in the past decades and can signif-
icantly reduce downtime by effective predictive maintenance actions, extending cutting
tool life and improving productivity, quality and sustainability. These systems are based
on different real-time sensors such as dynamometers, accelerometers, acoustic emission
(AE) sensors, current/power sensors, etc., and they can estimate tool wear progression,
classify the state of the tool as worn/not worn and reveal chatter or tool breakage occur-
rence. The estimation is commonly realized by a predictive model based on regression
or AI models. Several reviews can be found about TCM in machining, where detailed
information is given about the sensor systems, signal processing, feature extraction and
modeling techniques [10–12].

As reported in the reviews, most of the research conducted on TCM in machining is
based on expensive and accurate sensors with advanced modeling techniques, especially
with artificial intelligent (AI) techniques and machine learning approaches such as Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Bayesian Network (BN), Neuro-
Fuzzy (ANFIS) models and, in the past 5 years, deep learning techniques [11,13]. Most
of the case studies and experimental validation found in the literature are related to
laboratory tests, showing high accuracy and reliability. However, despite the potential
benefits of TCM in industry (e.g., in [14], it is stated that TCM could generate 75% downtime
reduction and 30% maintenance cost saving) and the industrial lead research projects from
past years [15], the implementation of these systems in industry is limited, especially for
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Some of the current issues that prevent the
implementation of TCM in industry are:

• High cost of the equipment and incompatible configuration.
• Time-consuming deployment due to specific design of experiments and model training

and validation activities which interrupt normal production.
• Use of invasive sensors.
• Hardware and software solutions at laboratory scale that are not straightforward

solutions for industry, such as computers on shop floors with a data acquisition system
or excessively complex models that are difficult for practitioners to use.

Fortunately, with the advent of the Industry 4.0 practices and funds from national
governments for digitalization, companies are more likely to implement sensor networks
to acquire real-time information to increase manufacturing efficiency. The deployment of
the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and cloud computing is becoming a reality, and the
implementation of TCM systems based on low-cost and plug and play sensors with IoT
platforms and mobile apps can be conducted in a faster, less expensive and less invasive
manner than before.

Recent research works have dealt with these new opportunities for TCM systems.
In [16], the authors proposed an IoT-based architecture for monitoring the milling process
and inspecting the resulting part quality. NodeMCU devices, wireless modules similar
to Arduino boards, were used to connect the sensing units and this information was
later transferred to the cloud through a Raspberry Pi. The monitoring control interface
was established with the interpreted STEP-NC information which enables any change in
cutting parameters.
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Wu et al. [17] proposed a cloud-based parallel machine learning system to deal with
monitoring systems where large volumes of training data are required to make accurate
predictions. The proposed system showed a MapReduce-based parallel random forests
(PRFs) algorithm to predict tool wear in milling operations. Recently, Zuperl et al. [18]
presented a cloud-based system for online monitoring of tool conditions. The monitoring
system introduces an optical system to extract data about the chip size and sends them to the
IoT application, where they are used as indicators for the determination of tool conditions.
At the cloud level, an ANN model is trained to identify cutting force trends and protect
the tool against excessive loading by correcting process parameters. The paper reported a
classification accuracy of 85.3% with no error in the identification of tool breakage.

A TCM was proposed in [19], where a prototype for prognosis in a CNC machine
tool and industrial pumps was presented. The prototype was built based on the Predix
Machine, an Industrial Internet software, and different sensor nodes were deployed for
vibration, acoustic emission, force and current measurement. Each sensor consisted of
a microprocessor with an analog-to-digital converter and a ZigBee wireless module. A
machine learning algorithm (random forests) was implemented on a public cloud, although
all the experimental data for training and validation were obtained offline.

To avoid latency problems with cloud computing, edge-computing approaches have
also been presented [20–22]. In [20], a TCM was implemented for repetitive milling pro-
cesses based on an edge-computing algorithm to avoid the latency issue of cloud computing.
At the edge level, the whole profile from a signal acquired by a sensor device was compared
through a similarity analysis with respect to a calibration profile. According to the value
of the similarity parameter, the system shows how close the cutting tool is to the worn
state. The system was proved to be accurate enough under this type of milling scenario. A
similar approach is presented in [21], where instead of a similarity analysis, a correlation
coefficient was calculated from a regression analysis between two different cycles of time
series from power consumption data. The correlation value was found to change notably
when severe tool wear arises.

Connectivity of machine tools to the IoT platform has also been an issue for TCM
systems. Monitoring the current cutting parameters and changing them according to sensor
information can be barriers to the deployment of TCM systems in some CNC machine
tools. MTConnect [23] and OPC UA [24] are recent real-time data exchange solutions for
manufacturing systems. MTConnect is implemented as a web service and it is specifically
designed for CNC machine tools with some predefined data structures and rules, and it
is easily accessible to any device that is connected to the machine network. OPC UA is a
more generic information modeling method to cover the communication among a wide
range of industrial equipment. Both MTConnect and OPC UA are open and royalty-free
communication standards designed for industrial automation and allow users to obtain
process-related data in real time such as spindle speed, angular acceleration and velocity,
load and so on. In [25], a TCM system is proposed using as sensor measurements the spindle
motor load, X-axis motor load and Z-axis motor load acquired from the machine tool using
an MTConnect adapter. Therefore, instead of expensive sensors and invasive sensors,
the proposed system uses signals already available to the machine through a standard
Internet protocol. The experiment was conducted with new and worn tools, and the data
sets were used for conducting different machine learning approaches such as optimal
linear associative memory (OLAM) neural networks and self-organizing deep learning
methods. The results showed high accuracy to detect worn tools using self-organized
networks, with an accuracy of 93% versus 65% for the OLAM networks. In [26], the
monitoring of the machine tool state was conducted using MTConnect. Different sensors
such as RFID tags, dynamometers, accelerometers and RPM sensors were connected to
Arduino or DAQ platforms and an MTConnect Adapter was used to send the sensing data
to the MTConnect Agent, where all the information related to the machine tool and its
corresponding sensing values are shown in real time. The XML files from the MTConnect
Agent are used to send the information to the MTC application, a C# program where the
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data are used to show signal values in real time, generate historical data and implement
intelligent algorithms. The results are then sent to the cloud, where remote monitoring
and other analytics are conducted. The same authors extended their research to include a
generic OPC UA information model for CNC machine tools, and an MTConnect to OPC
UA interface was developed to transform the MTConnect information model and its data
into their OPC UA counterparts [27].

To facilitate the implementation of TCM, the system can be simplified when dealing
with repetitive machining operations [20]. Under this scenario, the machining process is
conducted with the same cutting parameters and the sensor information is only related
to cutting tool state. This simplification, which can be conducted after optimizing the
cutting parameters and when the same product is being processed in a large or moderate
volume of production, can lead to reliable and simple TCM systems with a straightforward
deployment on the shop floor.

Despite the extensive research conducted on TCM, most of the previous works deal
with solutions that are not straightforward to deploy on common shop floors; moreover,
the sensors are invasive, the design of experiments needed to train the model requires
data that should be collected and trained previously to run the system, and there is no
simple way to adjust the model under different machining scenarios, e.g., a change in
the tool or workpiece provider. These limitations prevent the adoption of tool condition
monitoring systems by small- and medium-sized manufacturing companies. This work
presents a monitoring system for tool conditions in repetitive machining operations using
low-cost sensors, an IoT platform and a mobile app to show a straightforward solution
with a reasonable reliability that can encourage practitioners to apply this type of systems
in industry. Since the system proposed can be implemented with minimum interruption
and is a low-cost solution, small- and medium-sized companies can consider it an efficient
and feasible solution for cutting tool monitoring. Furthermore, the solution can be scaled
to include more complex modeling tools, and the use of an IoT platform can lead to more
advanced analysis of the manufacturing process. For instance, the platform could be
applied for pattern search according to the feedback given by the operator, and search for
problems of cutting tool breakage, built-up edge formation and so on.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the materials and methods
used for the proposed tool condition monitoring system. Section 3 shows the results of the
proposed solution when implemented in a CNC lathe for face turning operations. Section 4
discusses the accuracy and cost of the proposed system and highlights the main benefits
and limitations. Finally, Section 5 presents the main conclusions of the paper.

2. Materials and Methods

The proposed TCM system is composed of four parts: (i) sensor devices with edge-
computing capabilities, (ii) a machine learning node, (iii) an IoT platform and (iv) a mobile
app for operator feedback. All devices are connected to the local area network through
Wi-Fi or Ethernet connections to ensure fast and easy deployment, and access to the Internet
via a router is provided. These four main parts and the TCM operation are described in the
following subsections.

2.1. Sensor Devices and Edge-Computing Node

The TCM system requires sensor devices that can indirectly monitor the state of the
cutting tool. Many different sensors have been investigated and proven in the literature
for TCM applications such as dynamometers, accelerometers, acoustic emission sensors,
current and power sensors, and so on [28]. In this paper, the proposed TCM is based
on low-cost and non-invasive devices and thus, current and sound sensors were chosen.
The use of both current and sound sensors provides a solution to detect when the cutting
operation is running with respect to other machine tool states such as idle or under non-
cutting feed movements. Furthermore, it is assumed that tool wear has a direct impact
on cutting forces and thus, the current consumption from spindle motor can be used as a
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sensing device for the proposed TCM system. This condition has been previously reported
in the literature [14,29].

Cloud computing has recently attracted a lot of attention in manufacturing. However,
latency issues prevent its implementation when dealing with time-sensitive applications,
and other approaches such as fog and edge computing are more appropriate [20,30]. There-
fore, the cloud server is commonly used to perform non-time-driven computing activities,
such as data historic analysis, data mining and machine learning models for high-level
analysis in the company, and more demanding real-time analysis is performed at the sensor
or intermediate level.

In this paper, the analysis of sensor signals is conducted at the edge, using an Arduino
node, and only the most relevant information from the signal is sent to the network. The
sensing devices, a current clamp model SCT013 50A/1V and a sound sensor KY-038 with
analog output, are installed in the machine tool. The current clamp is installed before the
spindle drive that controls the spindle motor operation, and the sound sensor is placed
inside the machining center at the top left corner. In order to reduce the computational
burden, the root mean square (RMS) of the current signal is computed using an additional
device, an RMS-to-DC converter from Mikroe based on the integrated circuit LTC1968,
which sends a DC signal to the Arduino according to the RMS value of the signal using the
I2C communication interface at 100 Hz. The Arduino node calculates the average of the
RMS values every 10 samples and stores it. Due to the limited storage of the Arduino device,
the recording is constrained to a maximum of 230 average samples, which corresponds to
23 s of cutting. On the other hand, the sound sensor signal is directly acquired at 1 kHz by
the Arduino ADC. Figure 1 shows the electrical devices used at the sensing node of the
proposed TCM.
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Figure 1. Sensor devices and Arduino microcontroller installed in the machine tool.

For the proposed TCM system, instead of working with the average RMS values of the
signal, which is a common descriptor used in monitoring systems [28], the Arduino node
provides a more sophisticated descriptor, a similarity index. In the literature, more than 60
different similarity measures have been proposed to quantify how alike two objects/signals
are [31]. Popular indices are distance-based and angle-based similarity measures. In this
paper, the similarity index is evaluated by the Arduino node; thus, a simple index with
low computational cost is required. A simple index that has been successfully applied in
TCM systems is reported in [20,32]. In these investigations, the authors proposed a tool
wear monitoring system based on a similarity analysis between a reference signal and
signals under normal operation. The calculation of the similarity index is conducted with
the following equation:

f (k) =
1
n

n

∑
i=0

∣∣∣∣h(i)− g(i + k)
h(i)

∣∣∣∣
where f (k) is the average difference between the reference signal (new tool), denoted as g(i),
and the signal that is being analyzed, denoted as h(i), where i denotes one out of n data
points from both signals. The shift k is used in case the reference signal is shorter that the
analyzed signal and there is no initial value to start the signal comparison. In those cases,
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the shift k is used to move the reference signal and find the instant where the similarity
of both signals is the maximum. This may be of interest to compare only the steady part
of the signal and avoid transient moments such as cutting entering movements. Figure 2
illustrates this comparison process.
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Figure 2. Similarity analysis between reference signal and actual signal.

In this paper, we use a similar approach, and we give the Arduino node the capability
of acquiring a reference signal, storing it as a reference, and comparing the reference with
every signal after the cutting operation to calculate the similarity index. These similarity
indices are then sent to the network for training, modeling and running the TCM system. In
practice, the similarity index is defined by the lowest discrepancy between the two signals
(i.e., maximum alignment), and ranges from 100%, which means an identical signal, to 0%.
Mathematically, the similarity index is computed as follows:

Similarity Index = e− f (k)min

In this paper, the similarity analysis is slightly modified due to computation constraints
in the Arduino node. Thus, the shift is removed to conduct the comparison when the sound
signal is activated and the current value exceeds a threshold, and the similarity index
is used without the exponential calculation, which means that the value applied for the
similarity is f (0).

2.2. Machine Learning Node

The sensing node presents a limited computing capability, and its application is
restricted to extract descriptors from raw signal data. In the proposed TCM, the Arduino
node evaluates the similarity index between the reference signal and the cutting signal.
For modeling purposes, an additional node with higher capabilities is introduced in the
TCM. This node, named the machine learning (ML) node, is composed of a BeagleBone
Black (BBB) board. A BBB is a low-cost board based on Linux with a AM335x 1 GHz ARM®

Cortex-A8 processor, 512 MB DDR3 RAM and 4 GB 8-bit eMMC on-board flash storage and
Ethernet connectivity. The main goal of this node is to run an ML algorithm for predicting
the tool wear state of the cutting tool. Python 3.7 is installed in the BBB which facilitates the
development of ML algorithms thanks to libraries such as scikit-learn. Using this library,
the implementation of common ML algorithms such as support vector machines, decision
trees, Naïve Bayes classifiers, k-Nearest neighbors, etc., is fast and easy.

In this paper, we propose the use of a more straightforward and easy classification
model, the logistic regression model. Logistic regression is a relatively uncomplicated linear
classifier that works well when dealing with non-complex problems. Since we are interested
in testing the platform, and as the relationship between current/power consumption and
tool wear is well known, we apply this algorithm for the sake of simplicity. Before the
logistic regression, the data are normalized using the min-max normalization. Note that
any other ML algorithm could be applied with the inclusion of the proper code into the
Python script.
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2.3. Mobile App

To ensure the correct communication with the operator, a mobile app is implemented
using Android Studio. The purpose of the app is to facilitate the deployment of the system
and avoid the use of any additional software at any configuration stage of the TCM system
(i.e., calibration, training, modeling and running). The app will be used for calibrating,
training and running the TCM system and it will show the estimated cutting tool state after
every cutting operation. Several buttons are included in the app to change the operation
mode of the TCM system. These operation modes are:

• Calibration Mode. This mode is used to prepare the Arduino for recording the current
signal as the reference signal for the process.

• Training Mode. Under this mode, a set of experiments can be conducted to create
a data set for building an ML model. The training mode is available in two ways:
“training new tool” and “training worn tool”. This labeling is needed to create the
training database for classification.

• Modeling Mode. This mode sends a message to the machine learning node to build
the ML model and it is executed by pressing the button “create model”. If the model
accuracy is not adequate, the operator can restart the modeling and training data with
the “clear model” button or add additional training data.

• Running Mode. If the model is approved by the operator, the TCM can start being
used under normal operations, which is called the running mode. Under this mode,
the app shows the estimated tool state (i.e., new or worn state) and its probability on
the screen after every cutting operation.

Figure 3 shows the main window of the app where the menu buttons are and where
the actual state of the cutting tool is reported.
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Figure 3. Main window of the developed app for the operator’s interaction and the IoT platform.

2.4. IoT Platform

The third part of the TCM system consists of the IoT platform. The IoT platform
used is Altair SmartWorks, a powerful tool to rapidly connect IoT devices, manage access
to devices and generate scripts to execute actions. This platform was selected at the
researchers’ convenience, but any other IoT platform based on an open source could have
been selected at no cost, such as Things Board or Open Remote.

The SmartWorks platform is composed of AnythingDB, a database to store the data
from the registered IoT devices; functions that let users develop custom code in GO
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and Python to implement machine learning models; and real-time visualization tools to
visualize dashboards with all the desired information. Figure 4 shows the main panel for
setting up IoT devices in SmartWorks and some characteristics.
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Figure 4. Main panel of SmartWorks, where AnythingDB is shown together with the properties of
the Thing Arduino node.

The IoT devices are defined according to the standard definition W3C and their
descriptions are encoded in JSON format. The attributes for each device are properties,
actions and events. Properties refer to values that the devices are reporting, actions refer to
how we can interact with the device and events refer to the definition of specific states of
the process that want to be notified. For the proposed TCM system, the properties defined
for each IoT device are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Properties for the IoT devices defined in SmartWorks and MQTT topics, publishers
and subscribers.

The communication between all devices is carried out by the MQTT protocol. MQTT
is a standard for IoT messaging and it allows for messaging from device to cloud and
cloud to device. Client connections are always handled by an MQTT broker, which is
responsible for receiving and filtering the messages, determining who is subscribed to each
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message and sending them. Three main roles can be found in the MQTT protocol: the
publisher, the broker and the subscriber. The publisher publishes messages to a topic on
an MQTT broker, which acts as a server and collects the information from all publishers
and distributes them to the subscribers, which have been previously subscribed to a certain
topic. For the proposed TCM system, we use the MQTT broker that is provided by Altair
SmartWorks Platform, and the MQTT credentials and topics are defined in the device
creation/modification forms. Figure 5 shows the topics defined for the proposed TCM
system with their publishers and subscribers.

2.5. System Operation

To set up the TCM system, the following 4-step procedure is required. Firstly, the
operator mounts a new cutting tool insert and presses the button in the app for calibration.
The operator executes the machining operation and the Arduino saves the values obtained
from the RMS to DC converter through the I2C bus. The recording starts when the sound
detects the cutting operation. The Arduino saves these RMS values as a reference profile.

Secondly, a set of experiments is conducted to create the data set needed for building
the ML model. Before each machining operation, the operator presses the button “training
new tool” or “training worn tool” depending on the state of the tool mounted in the tool
holder. The Arduino saves the data during the cutting and after finishing, the recorded
profile is compared with the reference profile by the evaluation of the similarity index (SI).
Then, the Arduino sends the SI to the network using the MQTT protocol, and both the IoT
platform and the ML node receive and store the information. When the set of experiments
is finished, the operator presses the button “Create Model” from the app. At this point, the
ML node receives the message and a Python script is executed to build a logistic regression
model based on the SI indices registered previously.

In a third step, the built model should be approved. After the ML node has built the
model, the results in terms of accuracy and the regression coefficients are sent to the IoT
platform, and the accuracy of the trained model is shown in the app for the operator’s
validation. The accuracy refers to the accuracy obtained by the ML model (in our case,
the logistic regression model) using the training data. If the accuracy is not adequate, the
operator can add additional training data using “training new tool” or “training worn
tool”. By pressing the “create model” button again, the model is retrained. If the operator
wants to remove the training data, the “clear model” button is pressed instead. In case the
accuracy is adequate for the application, the TCM is ready for running.

After the proper model is built, the last step refers to the operation of the TCM. The
operator presses the running mode button, and after each machining operation, the TCM
will report on the app the estimated state of the cutting tool and its probability. During this
stage, the Arduino will send the SI value to the network, and the ML node will respond to
that value with the estimated tool state and probability according to the previously learnt
model. All the information during the running mode is stored at the IoT for future analysis.
Figure 6 shows an overview of the operation of the TCM system.

2.6. Experimental Setup for TCM Validation

The proposed TCM system was tested in the laboratory environment shown in Figure 7.
The equipment used for the validation included a CNC lathe (Lealde tcn-10 and Fagor
8055T control), a Ø130 mm round bar as workpiece material (unalloyed steel UNE F114,
equivalent to ISO C45 carbon steel) and coated cutting inserts with ISO code CNMG120408.
The machining operation analyzed was a face turning operation with the following cutting
parameters: feed rate 0.1 mm/rev, cutting speed 250 m/min and depth of cut 2 mm. The
operation was conducted with constant cutting speed and the maximum spindle speed
was 2000 rpm.
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Figure 6. Overview of the proposed tool condition monitoring system.
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Figure 7. CNC lathe, workpiece and cutting tool applied in the implementation of the TCM system.

The experimental results can be divided into four parts. First, an experiment was
conducted to analyze the feasibility of using the sound sensor and the current clamp for the
TCM purpose. Secondly, a calibration step was conducted to record the reference signal that
will be used for the SI evaluation. Thirdly, a design of experiments (DoE) was conducted
to test the capability of the IoT platform to train and model an ML model, i.e., the logistic
regression model. To this end, six face turning operations were conducted, three with new
tools (or low wear value) and three with tools that are considered totally worn and require
replacement. Finally, the TCM system was validated in the running stage, where a set of
cutting experiments were conducted and the classification results were compared with
the real ones. To this end, 17 face turning operations with 8 new tools and 9 worn tools
were used.
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3. Results
3.1. Sound and Current Signals

In order to prove that the current and sound sensor can provide enough information for
TCM purposes, a short experiment was conducted. The experiment consisted of acquiring
both signals under a normal cutting operation.

To analyze the sound signal, a face turning operation was conducted and the sound
signal was acquired at a 1 kHz sampling rate. The raw data obtained from the sensor are
shown in Figure 8a. The use of this raw signal as an indicator of the start of the cutting
operation is not adequate, and to overcome this limitation, the signal is processed through
the Arduino node to evaluate the average peak to peak value from every 50 samples. The
resulting signal is presented in Figure 8b, which shows a filtered signal that can be used as
a reliable measure to identify the different states of the machine tool (idle, cutting entry,
cutting state).
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On the other hand, the current signal is acquired by the RMS to DC converter and
read from the I2C bus at a frequency of 100 Hz. The Arduino node calculates the average of
the RMS value every 10 samples and stores it as the current consumption. Figure 9 shows
the results of the current signal acquired in a face turning operation and the different states
of the spindle and cutting tool.

In order to analyze the potential use of the current signal profile as an indicator of
tool wear, four face turning operations were conducted. The first two operations were
carried out with two different new cutting tools. The third operation was conducted
with a worn tool that needs replacement. In fact, the operation was stopped to avoid tool
breakage (excessive chip and heat was generated). A final operation was conducted without
cutting to compare the current consumption due to spindle and axis movements. From
the results, shown in Figure 10, we can state that a high increase in current consumption
exists when the cutting tool is in an extremely worn condition, with the existence of slight
differences between current consumption in new cutting tools and a potential distinction
between cutting with new or worn tools and non-cutting situations using the current clamp,
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which proves the use of this non-invasive, low-cost sensor as a suitable option for low-cost
TCM systems.
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Figure 10. Current signal profile for a face turning operation with a different tools and conditions.

3.2. Calibration Stage

For the calibration stage, the operator sends the calibration mode via the mobile app
and a cutting operation with a new tool is conducted. The Arduino starts recording the
data from the current clamp via I2C when the sound sensor detects the beginning of the
cutting process. The maximum length of the vector due to memory constraints is fixed to
230 samples and thus, if the sound sensor does not indicate that the cutting process has
finished, the recording is stopped when 230 samples (i.e., 23 s) are registered. Figure 11
shows the recorded signal that is used as a reference signal for the SI analysis together
with the entire current signal after the sound sensor has indicated the beginning of the
cutting process.
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3.3. Machine Learning Model (Training and Modeling Stage)

In order to test the capability of the TCM system, a set of cutting operations with new
and worn cutting tools were conducted. After each cutting operation, the Arduino node
sends the similarity index to the network, which is registered as training data with the
label of “new” or “worn” previously marked in the app by the operator. Table 1 shows the
experiments conducted and the similarity indices sent by the Arduino node to the network.
Note that in this training set, a worn tool is one that presents a high level of wear according
to the operator, and a new tool is any tool that could be still used in the cutting process.
Therefore, there is no need to measure the flank wear (the International Organization for
Standardization refers to 0.3 mm as the maximum value of the flank wear to consider the
tool as worn [33]), since our purpose is to provide a fast and low-cost TCM system, and in
many industrial practices, the cutting tool is changed when the operator considers it to be
worn, usually due to abnormal cutting sound, low surface quality, chip color and so on. To
cover different cutting situations, both new and worn inserts with a low value of wear (i.e.,
tools that can still be used) were used as “new” tools.

Table 1. Machining operations conducted for training the ML model.

Experiment Tool State Similarity Indices Normalized Indices

1 Worn 0.0585 0.731
2 New 0.0289 0.143
3 Worn 0.0426 0.415
4 New 0.0217 0
5 Worn 0.072 1
6 New 0.049 0.543

When the set of experiments is finished, the operator uses the mobile app to request the
creation of the ML model. At this point, the BBB board runs the Python code to build an ML
model based on logistic regression. Before the logistic regression, the data are normalized
using the min-max normalization, as shown in Table 1. For illustrative purposes, Figure 12
shows the resulting logistic regression of the training data and the expected similarity
threshold if the decision of the state of the tool is carried out under a probability of 0.5. Note
that the model is trained only with six data points in order to show the fast deployment
capability of the proposed TCM. However, larger data sets that are representative of the
process are highly recommended to provide a better classifier, although it may depend on
the application.

After training the model, the accuracy is sent back to the app to be validated by the
operator. For this application, the reported accuracy was 83%. In case the accuracy is not
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adequate, the operator can obtain additional experimental data to augment the training
data set. The operator can also delete the previous data stored in the machine learning
node and repeat the training process.
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Figure 12. Logistic regression (red curve) obtained from the training data (black dots) and threshold
of the normalized similarity index for a probability of 0.5.

It should be remarked that for practical purposes, the set of experiments for training is
defined, but for industrial applications, this set of experiments could be the same cutting
operations that are currently going on at the shop floor level, and only the operator’s
feedback through the app is required to use this information as training data.

3.4. Classification Results from the Machine Learning Model (Running Stage)

After training the model at the BBB board, the TCM is ready to operate. To test the
performance of the TCM system, a set of additional cutting experiments were conducted
with new and worn tools. The TCM system estimates the cutting state after each cutting
operation, and this estimation together with its probability are shown in the app to visually
inform the operator. Table 2 shows the cutting operations for validating the TCM system
together with the probability of the prediction given by the ML model from the BBB
board. From the experimental validation, 15 out of 17 cases were correctly classified, which
indicates a validation accuracy of 88%. In two experiments, experiments 5 and 16, the new
tool was classified as a worn tool according to the ML model. Experiment 16 predicted
a worn tool with a probability of 0.56, but the actual state was a new tool. Experiment 5
predicted a worn tool with a probability of 0.82 but the actual state was a new tool.

Table 2. Predicted tool state and probability of the predicted state.

Experiment Actual Tool State Predicted Tool State Probability

1 New New 0.60
2 Worn Worn 0.59
3 New New 0.51
4 Worn Worn 0.81
5 New Worn 0.82
6 Worn Worn 0.75
7 New New 0.80
8 Worn Worn 0.82
9 New New 0.75
10 Worn Worn 0.99
11 New New 0.73
12 Worn Worn 0.69
13 Worn Worn 0.58
14 New New 0.89
15 Worn Worn 0.6
16 New Worn 0.56
17 Worn Worn 0.83
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4. Discussion

The experimental results have validated the proposed TCM system. The use of an
Arduino board as an edge-computing node was proved to be sufficient for recording
reference signals and computing similarity indices. As it is shown in the training and
modeling steps, the use of the similarity index serves as an adequate descriptor of the state
of the cutting tool. Unlike considering only the RMS signal value from the whole signal,
the similarity index compares the RMS values from a reference signal with respect to the
actual signal, and it can provide more reliable information about the increase in the current
consumption along the cutting profile. For instance, one may consider cutting operations
where tool load varies along the trajectory.

The ML algorithm applied is based on logistic regression and it is built in the BBB
board using Python and the scikit-learn library. This machine learning algorithm was
applied for the sake of simplicity, but more complex algorithms can be applied using the
same library. However, an increase in the complexity of the model may require a larger set
of experimental data. For repetitive machining operations, the logistic regression algorithm
may provide an acceptable performance without the need for advanced models. In fact,
only 7 cutting operations for calibration and training (1 as a reference profile and 6 for
training purposes) and 17 cutting operations for validating were necessary to set up and
validate the TCM system. The training model presented an accuracy of 83%, which was
considered adequate at this stage. However, the advantage of this TCM is that, in case
the accuracy of the model is not adequate, the system can be easily retrained by adding
supplementary training data. For this purpose, the operator only needs to conduct an
additional experiment and introduce the new data using the app.

The TCM was validated with 17 cutting operations, and 15 out of 17 cases were
correctly classified. In two cases, two new cutting tools were considered as worn, which is
due to the variability in the current consumption among cutting tools. A training stage with
more experimental data may be able to provide better generalization and improve the tool
wear classification. Note that in this work, we have minimized the amount of experimental
training data to highlight the potential fast deployment with reasonable performance of
the proposed TCM system.

From an economical point of view, the proposed TCM system is a low-cost system
with a global cost of less than EUR 170, excluding the tablet/mobile device for running
the app. In more detail, the costs are defined as follows: BBB board (EUR 70), Arduino
UNO Wi-Fi rev2 board (EUR 45), current clamp sensor SCT013 50A/1V (EUR 11), sound
sensor KY-038 (EUR 2) and RMS-to-DC converter MiKroe (EUR 35). The deployment of
the TCM is fast and easy since there is no invasive sensor. The sound sensor is placed
with a magnet or something similar in the top left corner of the machine tool, and the
current clamp is installed in the electrical panel of the machine tool. The BBB board, the
RMS-to-DC converter and the Arduino board can be fixed to the electrical panel using
different magnets.

Three main limitations can be identified in the proposed TCM system. First, the
system is used to assist the operator, and the information displayed on the mobile app is
informative. The automatic tool change is not included in the system since this requires
communication with the CNC, and in many cases, this step requires open controls or specific
characteristics of the CNC. Second, the application is restricted to repetitive machining
operations, where cutting trajectory and cutting conditions are fixed. Then, the main
variations in the current signal are due to the wear state of the cutting tool. Under this
scenario, a fast deployment of the TCM system is possible. For more flexible operations
where tool paths and cutting conditions change, the ML model must include more variables
and the experiment should be enough to acquire the interaction between all factors. Thus,
the deployment would increase notably and a more detailed analysis of signal descriptors
for modeling is needed. However, the same structure of the TCM could be kept with an
increase in the experimental part. Third, the reliability of the proposed TCM is directly
related to the influence of tool wear on the current consumption. If cutting conditions are
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not very demanding and the cutting forces are low, the increase in the current consumption
due to tool wear may be negligible and thus, this TCM system cannot be applied.

The presented work can be extended to include the automatic tool replacement of the
machine tool. For this purpose, open CNC controllers or controllers with OPC UA server
can be used for a straightforward implementation. Legacy machine tools and non-open
controllers can apply MTConnect if MT adapters are available [34]. Furthermore, the
proposed solution uses an ML algorithm based on logistic regression. Further investigation
can be conducted to explore other ML algorithms during the cutting tool life cycle in order
to obtain models that can be adapted when the initial conditions change, such as different
cutting tool vendors, workpiece hardness changes and so on.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a tool condition monitoring (TCM) system for fast deployment
based on an IoT platform and low-cost sensors with edge-computing capabilities. The TCM
is composed of an Arduino node to acquire sound and current consumption signals through
low-cost and non-invasive sensors; a machine learning node based on a BeagleBoneBlack
unit to build the tool wear model using a logistic regression classifier; and an IoT platform
to provide the IoT network for plug and play practices, and to provide a future option
for developing more advanced models using historical data. As a signal descriptor for
modeling purposes, a straightforward similarity index with low computational cost was
used at the Arduino node.

Instead of other more advanced TCMs that are time-consuming and require expensive
sensor systems, the proposed TCM is able to identify if the tool is worn with an accuracy of
88% under a system that only requires an investment around EUR 170 and a few hours for
deployment. In fact, for the proposed application in face turning operations, only seven
runs were needed to build the model, although more runs may be recommended at the
training stage for better generalization. The integration of the TCM with a mobile app and
the use of a machine learning classifier allows the operator to easily rebuild the model
and adapt the TCM to changes in the operation, tool, workpiece and so on. Furthermore,
the potential installation of this TCM is possible with almost no interruption at the shop
floor level.

As an additional remark, the proposed TCM is applied as an assistance tool to opera-
tors, and it can provide a fast and low-cost solution to decide a proper tool change. The
system as it is presented is not intended to be applied to unmanned machining systems.
In those cases, the use of sensor fusion systems with a larger number of descriptors from
sensor signals and more complex classification models may be required. However, our
proposed TCM can be easily upgraded to derive more complex models including more
sensors in the network and using the IoT platform where more advanced models through
machine learning techniques can be applied.
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